In the corridors of DEMEY’s metro station,
we must not forget to look up a bit higher than our feet.

«People in Motion» at the Demey underground station
A monumental photographic
display by Michel DUSARIEZ
at the DEMEY station in Brussels Belgium.
▶

It’s possible that frequent travelers during their
daily rush hour will not have realized that they were
followed by characters also on the move within the
photographic display adorning the corridors of the
station. The two 40 meters long corridors leading to
and from this underground station have been covered,
both sides (enlever), by two «photographic frescos»
full of people in multicolored clothes either doing
some sports or else playing musical instruments.
Michel DUSARIEZ the photographer, a former
optician, has not been keen to simply freeze their
every move / instead he has invented a special
technique to practically let them roam freely all over
the place. With his theory about «People in Motion»,

the photographer is trying to capture motion in stopaction photographs - trying to illustrate in his own
way, the process of how to split a movement whilst
referring to the old technique developed in 1868 by
the famous British pioneer Eadweard MUYBRIDGE,
well ahead of his time as far as the process of
locomotion i.e. movement splitting was concerned.
By using his innovative technique, MUYBRIDGE
could prove that a horse, whilst galloping away,
did manage to move elegantly without having to
practically touch the ground - thereby confirming
yet another similar theory by the french EtienneJules MAREY.
MUYBRIDGE decided to capture people as well
as animals in motion and he therefore published
in 1887 thousands of photos under the heading of
«animal locomotion». This process inspired Marcel
DUCHAMP who used a similar technique in 1912
when he painted the famous «nude coming down
the stairs».

Translated from an article signed Jean-Marc BODSON
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Which brings us to why Michel DUSARIEZ felt
compelled to do all sorts of research in order to
illustrate a certain visual harmony. Our photographer
kept on testing newer and innovative techniques in
order to master a new technique for the 360° total
panorama capable of showing anything in front of
the camera as well as behind the photographer. And
he has always been willing to share his experiments
with a number of people during numerous
conferences and exhibitions.
November 2012 (only one month), DUSARIEZ
invited his audience to meet him for an exhibition
at Jean-Francois Van ASSCHE’s optical shop in order
to discover his grand vision and to witness his
immensurable ingenuity. And as far as the Demey
station is concerned, DUSARIEZ is more than happy
with his photographs being printed on enameled /
glazed metal sheets / thereby covering the long
corridors of this station (Vignette street exits side)
Jean-Marc BODSON
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